
Abstract 

Shared pixel technology is most common in 

recent small pixel CMOS image sensors. In the 

case of vertically shared pixels, it has been 

observed horizontal line FPN with the period of 

shared pixels when highlight scene is imaged and 

integration period is reduced to very short time by 

electronic shuttering. We present here the reason 

of the phenomena and the technique for reducing 

it. As the results, the FPN reduced to below 

background level. 

��Introduction 

Pixel sharing becomes most common technology 

as pixel size of CMOS image sensors is highly 

scaled down [1]. Recently, 4-pixel sharing such as 

4x1 [2,3,4] and 2x2 [5,6,7] are widely used. In 

particularly 4x1 sharing, it has been observed 

horizontal line FPN with the period of shared 

pixels when highlight scene is imaged and 

integration period is reduced to very short time by 

electronic shuttering. Figure 1 shows an example 

of captured image. 

We have analyzed the phenomena and attributed it 

to overflow mechanism from other pixels within 

shared pixels. To suppress this overflow 

mechanism, we introduced additional shutter 

operations before original shutter and after readout. 

Experimental results based on the suppressing 

method show that the overflow model is proved 

and the horizontal line FPN is clearly removed. 

��Analysis 

In 4x1 pixel sharing, pixel circuit is shown in 

Figure 2 and readout timing is shown in Figure 3. 

We consider the case that highlight scene is 

imaged and integration period is reduced to very 

short time around one horizontal line period (1H) 

by electronic shuttering. When first line of shared 

pixels is readout, only first readout photodiode 

(PD-1) is below saturation and others (PD-2,PD-3 

and PD-4) are over saturation. Therefore, 

overflow current from three photodiodes are 

continuously injected to detection node (FD). In 

Figure 3, the overflow current accumulated in 

CDS period (Tcds) causes additional signal 

(Vfpn) on CDS output, which is the difference 

between reset output at Tr and signal output at Ts. 

Next, when second line of shared pixels is readout, 

first and second readout photodiodes (PD-1 and 

PD-2) are below saturation and others (PD-3 and 

PD-4) are over saturation, because PD-1 is just 

after the readout. Therefore, additional signal 

(Vfpn) of second line is smaller than that of first 

line. In the same way, additional signals of third 

and forth lines are smaller than that of first and 

second lines. As the results, horizontal line FPN 

with the period of shared pixels will appear. 

Figure 4 shows those phenomena schematically, 

where (A) is the case that shutter period is 1H and 

(B) is the case that the shutter period is 2H. When 

incident light is strong enough to saturate the 

photodiode below 3H period, overflow occurs 

soon after readout, which is shown as ∆2 in 

Figure 4. Figure 5 is a measured signal output 

along horizontal line numbers. Pixel size in this 
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case is 2.2um square. FPN indicated in Figure 4 is 

clearly observed. 

The FPN value is proportional to light intensity 

Vs, time ratio Tcds/Th and shutter period, where 

Vs is the signal at 1H integration period and Th is 

a horizontal line period. At 1H-shutter operation, 

Vfpn=2(Tcds/Th)(Vs)=2∆1. At 2H-shutter 

operation, Vfpn=(Tcds/Th)(Vs)=∆1. To reduce 

the FPN, it is effective to reduce the CDS period 

(Tcds). But reduction of CDS period brings 

increase of readout band width, which causes 

increase of readout noise [8]. A certain CDS 

period should be maintained. 

��FPN reduction method 

To suppress this overflow mechanism, we 

introduced additional shutter operations before 

original shutter and after readout. Figure 6 shows 

timing diagram of the operation and expected 

effect. Before normal shutter operations (S), 

additional shutter operations (S’) are added in all 

related lines. As the same manner, after normal 

readout operations (R), additional shutter 

operations (S’) are added in all related lines. By 

introducing additional shutter operations, signal 

charges in photodiodes before shutter and after 

readout operations are removed and overflow is 

ceased. As the results, the FPN disappears. 

��Results and discussions 

Figure 7 shows captured image and Figure 8 

shows measured signal pattern when the reduction 

method is applied. The FPN clearly disappears 

from captured image and signal waveforms. This 

also proves the overflow model. 

The improvement method shown in Figure 6 is 

easily realized in progressive readout mode, but in 

interlace or random access readout modes, it 

needs special care for constructing readout logic. 

In 2x2 pixel sharing architecture, similar overflow 

effect may occur (See Figure 9). As FPN is 2x2 

mode, it may cause coloring effect in Bayer color 

filter array. The correcting method shown above is 

also applicable to this case. 

��Conclusions 

It was found that horizontal line FPN was 

observed in vertically shared pixels. The FPN was 

reduced to below background level by introducing 

additional shutter operation. 
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Vout 

Figure 1. FPN image at high light scene 

 

Figure 7. Image with FPN reduction operation 

Figure 3. Timing diagram at readout phase 

Figure 2. Pixel layout for 4x1 pixel sharing 

 
Figure 9. Pixel layout for 2x2 pixel sharing 
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 Figure 6. FPN reduction timing. (A):1H-shutter, (B):2H-shutter. 

Figure 8. Waveform with FPN reduction 

(A) 

(B) 

Figure 5. Waveform without FPN reduction 
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Figure 4. FPN caused by overflow current. (A):1H-shutter, (B):2H-shutter. 

(B) 
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